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Date Milestone

10/27/2016 - Global waypoint navigation

11/08/2016 - Power distribution System for non-NEA payload

11/25/2016 - Build a rudimentary RGB based signature detection module

12/01/2016 - Fall Validation Experiment

01/20/2017 - Software to detect likely search locations in the absence of the operator

02/03/2017 - Software for planning localized navigation pattern to drop packet accurately

02/24/2017 - Integrate rescue drop assembly with electronics and onboard processor

03/17/2017 - Mount rescue system assembly on the drone

03/25/2017 - Test end to end system for search and rescue operation 

Schedule



Fall Validation Experiment (1/3) : 70% success 
achieved

Test A UAV Waypoint Navigation Test

Description Validates the autonomous flight control and waypoint navigation capability of the UAV (Matrice 100)

Location Open 50m x 50m area with GPS access and normal wind conditions

Equipment UAV, Laptop for waypoint control

Steps Step Description Performance Measures

A.1. Place UAV on the ground. Feed waypoints on map on 
a mobile app

 

A.2. UAV takes off and goes to the first location Accuracy in reaching desired height (+-1m tolerance)

A.3. UAV navigates from one waypoint to another Accuracy in reaching the waypoints (+-5m tolerance)

A.4. UAV returns to the starting location Accuracy in reaching the starting location (+-5m 
tolerance)



Fall Validation Experiment (2/3) : 50% success 
achieved

Test B Human detection algorithm test

Description Validates the capability of the algorithm to detect human signatures in RGB images

Location Lab

Equipment Laptop to run the detection algorithm, images with relevant human signatures

Steps Step Description Performance Measures

B.1. Run the algorithm on the set of images Ability to detect humans in at least 60% of the images



Test C Package drop mechanism prototype test

Description Validates the working of the mechanism to be used for dropping the rescue package

Location Lab

Equipment Prototype for the dropping mechanism, sample package

Steps Step Description Performance Measures

C.1. Validate package size and weight. Secure the 
package in the mechanism

Should be able to hold package of weight 100g, and 
size 10cmx10cm

C.2. Subject the mechanism to accelerations in x, y and z 
directions manually

Should not lose grip of the package under realistic 
accelerations

C.4. Manually demonstrate the mechanism’s ability to 
release the package

Should release the package safely without any 
damage, 3 times in a row

Fall Validation Experiment (3/3) : 10% success 
achieved
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